Exercise #1
RDA Beta Toolkit: Present and Future

1. Do an Exact Title search for *name of family*. **Do not include quotation marks in your search.** What happens?

2. Do a RDA Only search for *name of family*. **Use quotation marks around the phrase.** How many results do you get?

3. Where is information about user tasks located in the Toolkit?

4. What is the identifier for the RDA Material term “graphite?” Where did you find this answer?

5. What is the new name for the original RDA element “form of work?” How did you find this information?

6. What is the inverse element for *student*? Where did you find the answer?

7. What is the domain and range of the element *ISSN*? Where did you find this answer?

8. What are the three places to find the definition of the *content type* term “computer program” in the Toolkit?
ANSWERS

1. The search opens the element page *name of family*

2. 217 results

3. Guidance>*User Tasks*

4. 1014; identifier is in Resources>Vocabulary Encoding Schemes: RDA Material

5. *category of work*; an RDA Only search for “form of work” or the Glossary entry for “form of work”

6. *teacher*; answer can be found in Glossary>student or Related Elements on student page

7. domain is Work, range is Nomen; in Element Reference box for ISSN

8. 1) *content type* page, 2) Glossary, 3) Resources>Vocabulary Encoding Schemes>RDA Content Type